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       I'm only myself when I have a guitar in my hands. 
~George Harrison

All the world is birthday cake, so take a piece, but not too much. 
~George Harrison

With every mistake, we must surely be learning. 
~George Harrison

Everyone should have themselves regularly overwhelmed by Nature 
~George Harrison

Love one another (His last words) 
~George Harrison

When you've seen beyond yourself, then you may find, peace of mind
is waiting there. 
~George Harrison

You can be standing right in front of the truth and not necessarily see it,
and people only get it when they're ready to get it. 
~George Harrison

Heaven and hell is right now. ... You make it heaven or you make it hell
by your actions. 
~George Harrison

Sometimes I feel like I'm actually on the wrong planet. It's great when
I'm in my garden, but the minute I go out the gate I think, â€˜What the
hell am I doing here? 
~George Harrison

I still practice Transcendental Meditation and I think it's great.
Marharishi only ever did good for us, and although I have not been with
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him physically, I never left him. 
~George Harrison

The world is ready for a mystic revolution, a discovery of the God in
each of us. 
~George Harrison

Having played with other musicians, I don't even think The Beatles
were that good. 
~George Harrison

In the end, this world will go under because of the stupidity of people. 
~George Harrison

It's easier to hurt someone and make them cry, than it is to dry their
eyes. 
~George Harrison

I've heard that while the show was on there were no reported crimes, or
very few. When The Beatles were on Ed Sullivan, even the criminals
had a rest for ten minutes. 
~George Harrison

Why live in the darkness all your life? Why, if you are unhappy, if you
are having a miserable time, why not just look at it? Why are you in the
darkness? Look for the light. The light is within. 
~George Harrison

The more I go inside, the more there is to see. 
~George Harrison

If everyone who had a gun just shot themselves, there wouldn't be a
problem. 
~George Harrison
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My life belongs to me, my love belongs to those who can see it. 
~George Harrison

Rap music is just computerised crap. I listen to Top of the Pops and
after three songs I feel like killing someone. 
~George Harrison

It's all in the mind. 
~George Harrison

I believe what it says in the scriptures and in the Bhagavad Gita: 'Never
was there a time when you did not exist, and there never will be a time
when you cease to exist.' 
~George Harrison

All I got to be is be happy. 
~George Harrison

I wanted to be successful, not famous. 
~George Harrison

Without looking out of my window I could know the ways of heaven 
~George Harrison

The purpose of life is to find out 'Who am I?', 'Why am I here?' and
'Where am I going?' 
~George Harrison

Give me love Give me love Give me peace on earth Give me light Give
me life Keep me free from birth Give me hope Help me cope, with this
heavy load Trying to, touch and reach you with, heart and soul 
~George Harrison

As long as you hate, there will be people to hate. 
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~George Harrison

The Beatles saved the world from boredom. 
~George Harrison

Give me love, give me peace on earth, give me light, give me life 
~George Harrison

Gossip is the Devil's radio. 
~George Harrison

Try to realize it's all within yourself no one else can make you change,
and to see you're only very small and life flows on within you and
without you. 
~George Harrison

Everyone has choice when to and not to raise their voices: It's you who
decides. 
~George Harrison

My life belongs the Lord Krishna now. I'm just the servant of Krishna.
I've never been so humble in all my life, and I feel great! 
~George Harrison

If people would just wake up to what's real, there would be no misery in
the world. I guess chanting's a pretty good place to start. 
~George Harrison

It's easier to criticize somebody else, than to see yourself. 
~George Harrison

I fell in love, not with anything or anybody in particular but with
everything. 
~George Harrison
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The only thing we really have to work at in this life is how to manifest
love. 
~George Harrison

We are not these bodies, just souls having a bodily experience. 
~George Harrison

I used to think that having many material things would increase one's
stock of happiness. I found that to be completely untrue. The trappings
don't make the man at all. 
~George Harrison

I can see the Beatles sticking together forever, really. We've been
together a long time. 
~George Harrison

The Past is gone and the future might not even be, the only thing we
ever experience is the now, I try to enjoy the minute. 
~George Harrison

We're God too but we don't realise it. 
~George Harrison

After all we did for Britain, selling that corduroy and making it swing, all
we got was a bit of tin on a piece of leather. 
~George Harrison

Yesterday, today was tomorrow. And tomorrow, today will be yesterday.

~George Harrison

No matter how good you are, you still need grace to get out of the
material world. You can be a yogi or a monk or a nun, but without God's
grace you still can't make it. 
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~George Harrison

It is an outrage that people can take other people's lives when they
obviously haven't got their own lives in order. 
~George Harrison

My son looks more like George Harrison than I do. 
~George Harrison

Didn't want to be a star, wanted just to play guitar in this cockamamie
business. 
~George Harrison

Scan not a friend with a microscopic glass, you know his faults, now let
the foibles pass. 
~George Harrison

The Beatles will go on and on. 
~George Harrison

I never surf (the Net). I don't know the password. 
~George Harrison

Without going out of my door I can know all things on Earth. 
~George Harrison

Everybody is worried about dying, but the cause of death is birth, so if
you don't want to die, you don't get born! 
~George Harrison

And the time will come when you see, we're all one, and life flows on
within you and without you. 
~George Harrison
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The whole point to being here, really, is to figure a way to get out. 
~George Harrison

The action that I've started, sometime I'll have to face. My influence in
motion, rebounding back through space. 
~George Harrison

The smile on your face is sometimes out of place, don't mind no frowns,
cheer down. 
~George Harrison

No truth could ever fear me. 
~George Harrison

We were the Spice Boys. 
~George Harrison

People always say I'm the Beatle who changed the most, but really
that's what I see life is about... you have to change. 
~George Harrison

We're now the results of our past actions, and in the future we'll be the
results of the actions we're performing now. 
~George Harrison

Brainless writers gossip nonsense to others heads as dense as they is. 
~George Harrison

The biggest break in my career was getting into the Beatles in 1962.
The second biggest break since then is getting out of them. 
~George Harrison

It doesn't really matter what chords I play, what words I say or time of
day it is, as it's only a Northern Song. 
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~George Harrison

Since our problems have been our own creation, they also can be
overcome. 
~George Harrison

Barney Kessel is definitely the best guitar player in this world, or any
other world. 
~George Harrison

When the truth get's buried deep beneath a thousand years of sleep,
time demands a turnaround.. And once again the truth is found. 
~George Harrison

One of the main differences between silent meditation and chanting is
that silent meditation is rather dependent on concentration, but when
you chant, it's more of a direct connection with God. 
~George Harrison

We were talking about the space between us all and the people who
hide themselves behind a wall of illusion. Never glimpse the truth - then
it's far too late when they pass away. 
~George Harrison

With our love, we could save the world. 
~George Harrison

Dylan is so brilliant. To me, he makes William Shakespeare look like
Billy Joel. 
~George Harrison

Death is just where your suit falls off and now you're in your other suit.
You can't see it on this level, but it's all right. Don't worry. 
~George Harrison
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I'd rather be a musician than a rockstar. 
~George Harrison

If God is in everything, why shouldn't you taste Him when you eat? 
~George Harrison

The Beatles will exist without us. 
~George Harrison

This song ain't black or white and as far as I know it don't infringe on
anyone's copyright. 
~George Harrison

The nicest thing is to open the newspapers and not to find yourself in
them. 
~George Harrison

Some got rabies, some got fleas, some got incurable diseases from this
cockamamie business. 
~George Harrison

Make love, take love, but you should give love. And try to live love. 
~George Harrison

The Lord is in everything that's in creation. So, when you look at a tree,
it's really a reflection of God. You see it in other people - that's him too,
you know? 
~George Harrison

For the forest to be green, each tree must be green. 
~George Harrison

You've got to be humble really to be yourself or to get a chance to be
yourself. 
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~George Harrison

The police are people as well. All those nasty people aren't really nasty
if they'd realise it. 
~George Harrison

I want the Pope to have the Christ consciousness. I don't want to just
talk about Christ. 
~George Harrison

I don't wear small shoes, or tight pants that squash your balls. 
~George Harrison

The more people wake up spiritually, the more they'll begin to realize
the depth of what Prabhupada was saying - how much he gave. 
~George Harrison

As far as I'm concerned, there won't be a Beatles reunion as long as
John Lennon remains dead. 
~George Harrison

Hippies are so phoney and fake. 
~George Harrison

Everybody should just stay at home and meditate and they'd be so
much happier. 
~George Harrison

What do you think of the criticism that you're not very good? 
~George Harrison

I'd rather be one of the devotees of God than one of the straight,
so-called sane or normal people who just don't understand that man is
a spiritual being, that he has a soul. 
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~George Harrison

The whole thing of life and all the answers to everything are in one
divine law, Karma action and reaction. 
~George Harrison

Consciousness and meditation are methods where you can actually
obtain GOD perception. 
~George Harrison

Without going out of my door, I can know all things on earth. Without
looking out of my window I could know the ways of heaven. The farther
one travels, The less one knows, the less one really knows. 
~George Harrison

Been stuck in airports, terrorized; sent to meetings, hypnotized;
overexposed, commercialized. Handle me with care. 
~George Harrison

Ultimately the love can become so big   that we can love the whole of
creation   instead of   'I love this but I don't like that.' 
~George Harrison

Even those of us who are very very aware are still so unaware.
Everything's relative so that, the more you know, the more you know
you don't know anything. 
~George Harrison

I keep stacks of Autobiography of a Yogi around the house, and I give it
out constantly to people. When people need 'regrooving,' I say read
this, because it cuts to the heart of every religion. 
~George Harrison

If there's a God, I want to see Him. It's pointless to believe in something
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without proof. 
~George Harrison
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